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Gas-liquid phase coexistence in colloidal suspensions?
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Abstract. – We describe a charge-stabilized colloidal suspension within a Poisson-Boltzmann
cell model and calculate the free energy as well as the compressibility as a function of col-
loidal density. The same quantities are also calculated from the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation. Comparing nonlinear with linear theory, we test the quality of different linearization
schemes. For concentrated suspensions, linearization about the Donnan potential is shown
to be preferable to standard Debye-Hückel linearization. We also show that the volume term
theory proposed earlier follows from a linearization about the Donnan potential. Using this lin-
earization scheme, we find a gas-liquid phase coexistence in linear, but not in nonlinear theory.
This result may imply that predictions of a spinodal instability in highly de-ionized colloidal
suspensions are spurious.

Suspensions of charged colloidal particles at low salt concentrations have attracted much
attention recently, mainly because of experimental claims of attractive interactions between
like-charged colloids and the possibility of a gas-liquid phase transition [1–3]. Such phenomena
cannot be explained by the standard and well-accepted DLVO theory [4], which predicts that
screened-Coulomb repulsions between the like-charged colloids completely mask the van der
Waals attractions in the low-salt regime of interest here. On this basis it is often argued that
there is no cohesive energy that can stabilize a liquid phase. It is important to realize, however,
that such a consideration is based on the implicit assumption that the (effective) interaction
Hamiltonian of the colloids is a sum of pair potentials, i.e. that three- and more-body interac-
tions are being ignored. This assumption is expected to be valid at high salt concentrations,
where the screening length λ is much shorter than the colloidal diameter a, but may well fail
if λ � a, i.e. at salt concentrations in the micro-mole regime. Recent attempts to effectively
take into account these higher-body interactions (in the form of density-dependent “volume
terms” that include the free energy of double layers with their “own” colloidal particle) are
based on i) considering the total free energy of the suspension, including the “volume terms”
and ii) including the counterion density to the screening, i.e. the screening becomes colloid-
density–dependent [5–8]. The combination of these two ingredients can explain (some of) the
experimental observations qualitatively, since the resulting free energy gives rise to phase co-
existence of a dilute (gas) phase with dense (liquid or crystal) phases; the cohesive energy that
stabilizes the dense phases is provided by the Coulomb energy of the relatively compressed
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double layers in the dense phases at the sufficiently low salt concentration [7]. The theories of
refs. [5–8] are, however, linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theories, and hence highly approximate.
Moreover, even as a linearized theory, they are not undisputed since the traditional DLVO
theory (which is also linear) does not include the counterion contribution to the screening.

In this paper we show that the counterion contribution to the screening follows naturally
from linearizing the Poisson-Boltzmann equation about the Donnan potential, while the tradi-
tional DLVO result is obtained with a linearization about zero potential. We also investigate
the quality of several linearization schemes compared to the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
scheme. For computational reasons the latter is calculated numerically in the simplified ge-
ometry of a spherical Wigner-Seitz cell. It turns out that the linearization about the Donnan
potential is excellent at high enough colloidal density, contrary to the traditional linearization
scheme. At low colloid density, however, both linearization schemes seem to fail. Moreover,
within the nonlinear theory we do not recover the gas-liquid coexistence that is predicted by
the Donnan-linearized theory.

We consider a fluid of N highly charged identical colloidal spheres suspended in a structure-
less medium of macroscopic volume V , dielectric constant ε, and temperature T (β = 1/kT ).
The colloidal spheres, with coordinates Ri (i = 1 . . . N), have a radius a, a fixed charge −Ze,
and hence a surface charge density σC = Z/4πa2. We assume that the suspension is in osmotic
equilibrium with a reservoir of monovalent point charges ±e of total density 2nr

s, chemical po-
tential βµs = log(nr

sΛ
3), and Debye screening parameter κ = [8πλBnr

s]
1/2, where Λ is the ther-

mal wavelength of the ions, and λB = e2β/ε the Bjerrum length characterizing the medium.
The thermodynamic potential F (N,V, T ;µs) of this system can formally be written as

exp[−βF ] =
1

N !Λ3N

∫
dRN exp[−βΩ({R})] , (1)

where Ω({R}) denotes the effective (many-body) Hamiltonian of the one-component system
of quasi-particles (“dressed colloids”) at positions {R}. Within a mean-field approach Ω({R})
can be written in terms of the equilibrium microion profiles n±(r) = nr

s exp[∓φ(r)] and the
(dimensionless) electrostatic potential φ(r) as

βΩ =
1

8πλB

∫
G

dr(∇φ)2 +
∑
α=±

∫
G

dr nα(log nαΛ3 − 1) −
∫

G

dr
[
βµs(n+ + n−) − 2nr

s

]
, (2)

where G denotes that part of the volume V exterior to the colloidal spheres. The first term
in eq. (2) is the electrostatic energy, the second part the microion entropy, and the third term
signifies the grand-canonical treatment of the microions. The evaluation of Ω thus requires
φ(r). In principle φ(r) follows from the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation

∇2φ(r) = κ2 sinh φ(r) , r ∈ G ,

ni · ∇φ = 4πλBσC , r ∈ ∂GRi
, i = 1 . . . N ,

(3)

where we assume constant-charge boundary conditions, and where ∂GRi
represents the sur-

face of the i-th colloid with outward pointing surface normal ni. In practice, however, the PB
equation cannot be solved analytically, and even a numerical solution of eq. (3) for arbitrary
{R} poses a formidable challenge. Moreover, even if φ(r) and hence Ω({R}) were known, it
would be next to impossible to calculate F from eq. (1).

Here we circumvent these problems by selecting only one colloidal configuration for which
we calculate Ω. We choose the crystalline fcc configuration, {R}fcc, which we expect to be
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the most important one because the colloids have a repulsive effective interaction and thus
try to have the maximum distance to each other. We hence approximate eq. (1) by

exp[−βF ] = exp[−βΩ({R}fcc)]
1

N !Λ3N

∫
dRN . (4)

This leads directly to
F = Nf id + Ω({R}fcc) = N(f id + f ex), (5)

with the ideal-gas free energy per particle βf id = log npΛ3 − 1, where np = N/V the colloid
density, and with f ex = Ω({R}fcc)/N the excess (over ideal) free energy per colloidal particle.
Due to the symmetry of the fcc configuration, Ω({R}fcc)/N , and hence f ex, is given by eq. (2),
but with i) the integration volume G replaced by Gcell, the Wigner-Seitz cell of the fcc lattice,
and ii) φ(r) the solution of the PB cell equation:

∇2φ(r) = κ2 sinh φ(r) , r ∈ Gcell ,

n1 · ∇φ = 4πλBσC , r ∈ ∂GR1 ,

n1 · ∇φ = 0 , r ∈ ∂Gcell ,

(6)

which is formulated here for the colloid at R1. Dividing the volume into cells to describe the
fluid state might seem an inappropriate procedure at first glance, but this idea has had a long
tradition in liquid-state physics [9] and is also well known in the theory of effective colloidal
interactions [10]. To appreciate the cell approach, it is essential to realise that every macroion
of the suspension is surrounded by a closed surface with a vanishing normal component En

of the electric field, regardless the specific colloidal configuration {R} under consideration.
The surface integral of En over such an enclosing surface is zero, and the cell defined by
this surface is thus electrically neutral. This shows that the colloidal suspension can be very
naturally divided into space-filling electro-neutral cells, not only in the crystalline phase, but
also in the fluid phase, regardless of the colloid density. In the fluid phase, these cells differ
from each other by volume and shape, whereas they are all identical in the crystalline phase.
The average cell volume ∆, however, is in any case given by the colloid density through
∆ = 1/np. The specific form of the cellular structure of the suspension is determined by the
colloidal configuration {R}. The central approximation in the cell theory is therefore not the
assumption of the existence of cells as such, but the assumption that the cells in the fluid phase
have all equal volume and shape. The extra boundary condition on the cell edge ∂Gcell in
eq. (6) then effectively accounts for the presence of the other colloids in the system. A further
simplifying approximation is to consider the shape of this cell as a sphere of radius R with
4πR3np/3 = 1. With all cells being identical, this approximation has the major advantage
that we need to calculate φ in one cell only. The resulting PB cell equation for φ(r) is radially
symmetric, and thus easily solvable numerically on a one-dimensional grid. We thus obtain

βfex =
−Z

2

(
φ(a) − ZλB

a

)
+ nr

s4π

∫ R

a

r2
[
φ sinh φ − 2 cosh φ + 2

]
dr , (7)

which follows from eq. (2) using Green’s identity, the boundary conditions of eq. (6), n± =
nr

se
∓φ, and βµs = log(nr

sΛ
3). For later convenience, we subtracted the Coulomb self-energy

of the colloidal charges Z2λB/2a. We can thus compute the free energy of the dressed colloids
as a function of the colloidal volume fraction φv = 4πa3np/3 by solving eq. (6) numerically
and inserting φ(r) into eq. (7).

This procedure to obtain f ex from the nonlinear PB cell equation can be compared with
linear PB cell theories. The “traditional” (Debye-Hückel or DLVO) way to linearize the PB
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equation is to replace sinhφ ≈ φ in eq. (6), which is valid if φ � 1. The resulting f ex

is a simple analytic expression that follows directly from eq. (7) by expanding the term in
square brackets to second order in φ. Here, however, we propose an alternative, more general,
linearization of eq. (6), based on the expansion sinh[φ(r)] = sinh[φ̄] + cosh[φ̄](φ(r)− φ̄) + . . .,
with φ̄ a constant to be determined. Insertion of this expansion into eq. (6), and neglecting
O((φ(r) − φ̄)2) terms yields

∇2φ̃(r) = κ̄2
(
tanh[φ̄] + φ̃(r)

)
, r ∈ Gcell ,

n1 · ∇φ̃ = 4πλBσC , r ∈ ∂GR1 ,

n1 · ∇φ̃ = 0 , r ∈ ∂Gcell ,

(8)

with φ̃(r) = φ(r) − φ̄ and the modified screening parameter κ̄ defined as

κ̄2 = κ2 cosh φ̄ (≥ κ2). (9)

Clearly, eq. (8) reduces to the traditional linear PB equation if we set φ̄ = 0. Here we leave φ̄
unspecified for the moment and solve eq. (8) for arbitrary φ̄, resulting in

φ(r) = φ̄ − tanh[φ̄] − ZλB

r

[
A(κ̄)e−κ̄r + B(κ̄)e+κ̄r

]
, (10)

with r = |r| the radial coordinate. The coefficients A(κ̄) = R−/D and B(κ̄) = −R+/D are
defined through the three relations R± = exp[∓κ̄R](1 ± κ̄R), a± = exp[∓κ̄a](1 ± κ̄a) and
D = a+R−−R+a−. If κ̄R � 1, i.e., if the cell is much larger than the thickness of the double
layer, we can ignore the existence of a cell of finite volume, and the coefficient A(κ̄) reduces
to eκ̄a/(1 + κ̄a), while B(κ̄) vanishes. In the following, we will refer to this approximation
(A(κ̄) = eκ̄a/(1 + κ̄a), B(κ̄) = 0) as LinA scheme, while the symbol LinAB is used to refer to
the full linear solution in eq. (10). Expanding φ about φ̄ in eq. (7) and inserting eq. (10) yields

βfex
lin =

Z2λB

2a

[
A(κ̄)e−κ̄a + B(κ̄)eκ̄a − 1

]
− Z(φ̄ − tanh φ̄) +

+nr
s∆r

[
2 − 2 cosh φ̄ + sinh φ̄ tanh φ̄

]
, (11)

with ∆r = 4π(R3 − a3)/3 the reduced cell volume.
So far φ̄ was unspecified, but which linearization point φ̄ should we choose? As remarked

already, we recover the traditional linearization by taking φ̄ = 0, but this does not seem to be
a good choice in a concentrated colloidal suspension, where φ(r) hardly ever becomes zero.
Here we suggest to linearize about the Donnan potential, which is defined as the average of
φ(r) over the region outside the colloidal sphere,

4π

∫ R

a

dr r2[φ(r) − φ̄] = 0 . (12)

Inserting eq. (10) into eq. (12) and using eq. (9) yields

sinh φ̄ =
φv

1 − φv

(−3Z)
8πnr

sa
3
, (13)

as a definition equation of φ̄. This choice has a number of interesting features. i) Linearizing
the electro-neutrality condition around φ̄ and imposing eq. (12), one is led again to eq. (13).
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Hence, eq. (13) ensures that the electro-neutrality condition is always satisfied. ii) In the
limit of low colloidal density (or high salt concentration) we obtain φ̄ → 0, i.e. we recover the
traditional DH linearization scheme, as one would expect. iii) Using eq. (12), one can calculate
the total number of ions in the cell, 4π

∫ R

a
dr r2 (n− + n+) ≈ 2nr

s∆r cosh φ̄ ≡ 2Ns + Z, with
Ns the number of co-ions in the cell. Combining this with eq. (9) yields

κ̄2 =
4πλB(2Ns + Z)

∆r
, (14)

which implies that linearization around the Donnan potential leads to a screening constant that
involves the total microion density in the system, including the counterions! This is a crucial
difference with a linearization about φ̄ = 0, where the reservoir salt concentration governs the
screening constant for any np. Note that the counterion contribution to the screening is often
either ignored or put in by hand. Here we derived that ignoring it corresponds to a linearization
of the PB equation about φ̄ = 0, whereas including it stems from a linearization about the
self-consistently determined average potential. iv) Combining the expressions for cosh φ̄ and
sinh φ̄, and using that cosh2 φ̄ − sinh2 φ̄ = 1, leads to Ns = −Z/2 + (nr 2

s ∆2
r + Z2/4)1/2, the

standard expression for the Donnan effect.
Let us now compare f ex that results from the traditional Debye-Hückel (DH) linearization

(φ̄ = 0) with that from linearization about the Donnan potential (φ̄ from eq. (13)). In the DH
scheme the excess free energy in eq. (11) reads βfex

DH = Z2λB(A(κ)e−κa + B(κ)eκa − 1)/2a,
which reduces to the DH self-energy βf self

DH = −Z2λBκ/(2(1 + κa)) of standard DH theory if
the cell is ignored (LinA scheme). Linearization about the Donnan potential yields

βfex
Don, AB =

Z2λB

2a

[
A(κ̄)e−κ̄a + B(κ̄)eκ̄a − 1

]
− 2πZ2λB

∆rκ̄2
+

+Z ln
Ns + Z

nr
s∆r

− (2Ns + Z − 2nr
s∆r) , (15)

which reduces to

βfex
Don, A = − Z2λBκ̄

2(1 + κ̄a)
− 2πZ2λB

∆rκ̄2
+ Z ln

Ns + Z

nr
s∆r

− (2Ns + Z − 2nr
s∆r) (16)

in the LinA approximation, since then A(κ̄) = eκ̄a/(1 + κ̄a) and B(κ̄) = 0. The first term
in eq. (16) has the same form as the DH self-energy, with the important difference that it
depends on κ̄ and hence on np. This term and the second one in eq. (16) are the long-known
volume terms [11], which were shown to drive a spinodal instability and phase separation in
refs. [6,8]. Here they follow easily from the Donnan linearization scheme in the cell geometry,
which is the reason why we consider the LinA scheme here. The final two terms in eq. (16)
are ideal-gas contributions stemming from the fact that the number density in the cell differs
from that in the reservoir. In fig. 1a we compare, for Z = 100, 1000, and 3500, the three
expressions βfex

DH, βfex
Don, AB , and βfex

Don, A, based on linearized PB equations, with βfex that
is based on the numerically solved nonlinear PB equation and eq. (7). We fixed the parameters
nr

s = 3.6µM, λB = 7.2 Å, and a = 133 nm, for which a gas-liquid coexistence was predicted in
ref. [6] for Z = 1217. The first observation is that, for Z = 100 and Z = 1000, βfex

Don, AB is an
excellent approximation to f ex of the nonlinear theory, except for a small deviation at low φv

for Z = 1000. This is to be contrasted with βfex
Don, A and βfex

DH, which are much poorer, the
latter especially for Z = 1000 and 3500. So although the Donnan potential may not be the best
linearization point, it is certainly much better than the DH linearization, expecially at high φv
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Fig. 1 – Excess free energy per particle (a) and compressibility (b) as a function of the colloidal
packing fraction φv for colloidal charges Z = 100 (left), 1000 (middle), 3500 (right). The full curves
stem from the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann cell theory, and the dashed and dotted ones from several
versions of linearized theories (see text).

and Z. Figure 1a actually suggests that there is a volume fraction φc
v beyond which the Donnan

linearization becomes quantitatively accurate for a given Z; e.g., φc
v � 0.15 for Z = 1000 and

φc
v = 0.5 for Z = 3500. For φv < φc

v there is a considerable deviation between the Donnan-
linearized and nonlinear theory. Note also that all three linear approximations coalesce to
βf self

DH for φv → 0, since φ̄ → 0, κ̄ → κ, A(κ̄) → A(κ) = eκa/(1+κa) and B(κ̄) → 0 in this limit.
A typical feature of nonlinear PB theory is the charge accumulation at the colloidal surface

(“ion condensation”) [12, 13], which leads to a saturation behavior of the effective colloidal
charge as a function of Z. This saturation behavior is not captured by linear theory, and
therefore the DH self-energy βf self

DH when seen as a function of Z, drastically fails for larger Z.
We see that also in the three plots of fig. 1a, where the difference between linear and nonlinear
theory at φv = 0 increases with increasing Z. Donnan linearization inherits this deficiency
from the DH linearization, but becomes correct at large φv. It is for this reason that βfex

Don, AB

and βfex
Don, A cross over to the incorrect DH result when φv is lowered from φc

v to 0, with φc
v

larger for larger Z. The negative slopes for higher Z at low φv are due to the same deficiency.
In fig. 1b we demonstrate that this low-φv deviation of f ex

Don, AB and f ex
Don, A from the

nonlinear value f ex gives rise to a spinodal instability and gas-liquid coexistence in the
former and not in the latter case. The criterion for such an instability is that the com-
pressibility (∂p/∂np)µs,T < 0, with p the osmotic pressure of the suspension given by p =
n2

p(∂f/∂np)µs,T . In fig. 1b we plot ∂np
βp = 1+∂np

n2
p∂np

βfex as a function of φv, for the same
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parameters as in fig. 1a. The negative compressibilities that appear in fig. 1b for Z = 1000
and Z = 3500 only appear in linear, but not in nonlinear theory. Although for Z = 1000 only
the LinDonnan

A -scheme shows a negative compressibility, both Donnan-linearization schemes
produce an instability for Z = 3500. The two values of φv where the compressibility changes
sign are the spinodal points, which for Z = 3500 are located at φv = 0.05 and φv = 10−4 (not
to be seen on the scale of the plot). Repeating such a calculation for various nr

s yields a φv-nr
s

phase diagram with a closed-loop spinodal. Using the LinDonnan
A -scheme, we constructed a

phase diagram for Z = 1217 that showed a region of gas-liquid coexistence, consistent with
that of ref. [6]. By contrast, within the nonlinear theory we did not find any indication of a
phase instability; not a single combination of parameters (Z, nr

s, a) ever yielded a negative
compressibility. On the basis of these cell calculations, one might therefore conclude that the
failure of the linear theory at low φv is responsible for the prediction of a spurious gas-liquid
instability in refs. [6, 8]. We emphasize, however, that the present calculations are all based
on the cell model, which constitutes an uncontrolled approximation that becomes less realistic
and probably less reliable at low volume fractions. Note, however, that at φv = 0 the free
energies (i.e. the self-energies) calculated in nonlinear theory are not dependent on the cell
model approximation, because R → ∞ as φv → 0. It should also be noted that the difference
between the LinA and the LinAB scheme can be seen as a measure for the importance of the
cell approximation. The fact that both schemes predict a phase instability and lead to very
similar phase diagrams suggests that the cell approximation just makes a quantitative, but
not a qualitative difference. We also emphasize that we have concentrated on monovalent ions.
For divalent electrolyte ions electrostatic attraction between like-charged colloids is possible
due to interionic correlations [14] (not captured in our mean-field approach) and has indeed
been shown to produce a phase separation [15]. For a recent analysis similar to ours which is
based on charge renormalization see also Diehl et al. [16].
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